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Abstract. Knowledge-base systems must typically deal with imperfection in knowl-
edge, in particular, in the form of incompleteness and uncertainty. Extensions to
many-valued logic programming and deductive databases for handling incom-
pleteness/uncertainty are numerous. They can broadly be characterized into non-
probabilistic and probabilistic formalisms. In this paper we show how the higher
types of Herbrand interpretations for logic programs, where it is not possible to
associate a fixed logic value (a constant from a given domain of truth values) to
a given ground atom of a Herbrand base, arise often in practice when we have
to deal with uncertain or imprecise information. They arise also in the compres-
sion of databases, that is, in a kind of database encapsulation where some number
of attributes of its relations are hidden from users. In this paper we present the
canonical transformation of standard many-valued logics into functional many-
valued logics with higher-order Herbrand interpretation types, and their flatten-
ing into 2-valued logics with the ordinary Herbrand interpretations. We show that
the global predicate compression and decompression are mutually inverse in the
Galois connection. We define the semilattice of higher order Herbrand interpre-
tations and show that they are the result of the application of the observational
equivalence to the ordinary Herbrand interpretation semilattice.

1 Introduction

The higher-order types of Herbrand interpretations for many-valued logic programs,
where we are not able to associate a fixed logic value to a given ground atom of a Her-
brand base, arise often in practice when we have to deal with uncertain information. In
such cases we associate some degree of belief to ground atoms, which can be simple
probability, probability interval, or other more complex data structures, as for example
in Bayesian logic programs where for a different kind of atoms we may associate dif-
ferent (from probability) kind of measures also.
But we can see the approximate (uncertain) information as some kind of relativization
of truth values for sentences also: Let H be a Herbrand base for a logic program which
handles the uncertain information, and r(d) a ground atom in H which logically defines
some particular fact for which we have only an approximated information when it hap-
pened. Thus, this atom r(d) is not longer absolutely true or false, but its truth depends
on the approximate temporal information about this fact: in some time points it can be
true, in other it can be false. If we consider such temporal approximation as a context
for this ground fact r(d) ∈ H , then we obtain that the truth of r(d) is a function from



the time to the ordinary set of truth values 2 = {0, 1} (with 0 for false and 1 for true
value respectively). So that the truth values of ground atoms in this Herbrand base are
the functions, that is, they have a higher-order type (this term is taken from the typed
lambda calculus) with respect to the set 2 of truth constants. Intuitively, the approxi-
mated information is relativized to its context, and such context further specifies the
semantics for uncertain information.
We will consider only the contexts which are the finite sets with determined semantic
denotation for a type of uncertainty: for example, for a temporal uncertainty type of the
information, the context is the set of time points for some, big enough, time interval T
in which we observe such temporal information; for probabilistic approximation type
the context is the closed interval of reals [0, 1], etc.. Such primitive uncertainty types
can be composed, as for example, for temporal-probabilistic approximation type the
context is the Cartesian product of the time interval T and the set [0, 1].
This intuitive way to introduce [1] the Higher-order Herbrand model types framework
for uncertain information is not only an interesting point of view for such approximated
information. Such analogies are provided in other logic theories also: for instance in the
possible-world semantics for a probabilistic logic programming [2,3,4].
All such context sensitive applications, with higher-order Herbrand models, can be
transformed (that is, flattened) to logic theories with basic (ordinary) Herbrand inter-
pretations, by enlarging the original predicates with new attributes for the properties of
the context: in this way the context becomes a part of the language of the logic theory,
that is, it becomes visible.
The higher-order Herbrand interpretations of logic programs (for example Databases),
produce the models where the true values for ground atoms are not truth constants but
the functions: so we obtain the functional many-valued logic (we denote by A ⇒ B, or
BA, the set of all functions from A to B).

Definition 1. [1] (Higher-order Herbrand interpretation types):
Let H be a Herbrand base, then, the higher-order Herbrand interpretations are defined
by I : H → T , where T denotes the functional space W1 ⇒ (...(Wn ⇒ 2)...), denoted
also as (...((2Wn)Wn−1)...)W1 , and Wi, i ∈ [1, n], n ≥ 1, the sets of parameters.
In the case n = 1, T = (W1 ⇒ 2), we will denote this interpretation by I : H → 2W1 .

The Higher-order Herbrand models can be obtained as the result of the global compres-
sion of all predicates of some logic theory, as usually happens i practice for complex
database structures.
The main contribution of this paper is a clear and easy presentation of the formal defini-
tion for the global compression and decompression of predicates, the functional many-
valued logic with higher-order Herbrand interpretation types, and the definition of their
flattening (decompression) into the ordinary Herbrand interpretations. During this pro-
cess, the hidden attributes (variables) contained in the higher types, are explicitly in-
troduced in the logic language by enlarging atoms of the original theory by a number
of new fresh attributes. We present a number of the most significant applications also
and that is the main reason for formal introduction of these mathematical concepts.
As far as we know, there is no in current literature the definition for these concepts,
but we needed them for the formal development of the logic theory with general im-
precise, or context sensitive information, and to show that non standard logic models,



often introduced ad-hoc for such logic systems can be effectively reduced to canoni-
cal standard Herbrand models, as, for example, by reducing the temporal-probabilistic
logic programs into Constraint logic programs [5]. Thus, the paper is introductory, and
much attention is given to examples, explanations and relationships of this phenomenon
to constraint logic and databases and observational equivalence on databases. We used
only two necessary but simple propositions.

The plan of this work is the following:
In Section 2 we introduce the functional many-valued logic with higher-order Herbrand
interpretations, and show how they can be obtained as the resulting general form for a
database compression, when, for example, the part of the information contained in some
database agent is voluntary hidden to users (or other intelligent agents) but still saved
for internal reasoning of this database agent. For example, in event-based temporal-
probabilistic databases.
In Section 3 we present the Galois connection between global predicate compression
and decompression, and we show that Higher-order Herbrand interpretation semilattice
of functional many-valued logic is a direct result of an application of the observational
equivalence to the ordinary Herbrand interpretation semilattice.
The rest of the paper is dedicated to a number of examples when we obtain the func-
tional many-valued logics with higher-order Herbrand model types: the cases of the
encapsulation of imprecise information in logic systems (probabilistic or fuzzy data,
belief quantified data, confidence level quantified data, Bayesian logic programs), and
bilattice-based logic programming.

2 Global predicate compression and decompression

In what follows, for simplicity, we will not make the clear formal distinction between
predicate symbol r, its predicate form r(t1, t2), where t1, t2 are terms (variables or
functional forms) and a binary relation. We will use shortly ’predicate’ for a ’predicate
form’. We will denote by Pr a set of predicate symbols, and by V ar the set of attributes.
Predicate compression:
There are numerous applications where we have to deal with the data-base compres-
sion, that is, with a kind of database transformation where a number of attributes of its
relations are hidden(compressed) but not eliminated as in the case of ordinary projec-
tions over relations: we still consider all inferential effects of all information contained
in a database, but with respect to the reduced number of ’visible’ attributes. The hidden,
compressed attributes can be seen as transformed from variables into parameters.
For example, while the variables can be used for querying a database, the hidden at-
tributes can not appear in a query language formulae, but they still are present in a
query-answering process (for example in join operations) so that the inference power
of this transformed (compressed) database is equal to the inferential power of the orig-
inal database. In motivating examples we will see that the Herbrand models for such
’knowledge-conservative’ database transformation, called model compression, are the
higher-order types of Herbrand interpretations.
Informally, it is an operator d e−V : Pr → Pr, where V ⊆ V ar is a subset, of the



original set of predicate attributes, which are transformed into hidden attributes.
Let HF be the Herbrand base of a database DB and Pred(HF ) be the set of all pred-
icate symbols. The compression of a predicate rFi

(x, y), rFi
∈ Pred(HF ), where

x = {xj | 1 ≤ j ≤ n} is the set of visible attributes, and y = {yj | 1 ≤ j ≤ k} is
the set of attributes that we intend to transform into hidden attributes, generates the new
compressed predicate ri(x) = drFi

(x, y)e−y in the relational schema of compressed
database, i.e., ri(x) ∈ DBcom. Let Wi be the domain of the subset y of parameterized
predicate rFi

(x, y), rFi
∈ Pred(HF ), and IF : HF → 2 be a Herbrand interpretation

for a database DB. Then, given a knowledge invariant higher order Herbrand interpre-
tation Icom, we will have that for any ground atom ri(d), with a tuple of constants d,
we obtain that Icom(ri(d)) : Wi → 2 is a mapping such that for any tuple of constants
c ∈ Wi, holds that Icom(ri(d))(c) = IF (rFi

(d, c).
The values of these hidden attributes will be called parameters.
We define a reducible database DB(y) any database such that all its relational schemas
have the common set of attributes y = {y1, y2, .., yk}. In this, most simple case of com-
pression, we can obtain a compressed database, denoted by DBcom(y), in the way that
these common attributes become hidden attributes.

Definition 2. (Global compression).
Let IF : HF → 2 be the 2-valued Herbrand interpretation for a reducible databaseDB
with the Herbrand base HB and the model MH = {rF (d, w) | rF (d, w) ∈ HF and
IF (rF (d, w)) = 1}. Then the interpretation for its compressed database DBcom(y) is
defined by Icom : Hcom → 2W , such that Icom = [IF ◦ is],
where W = Domy1 × ... × Domyk

is the set of all parameter tuples, Hcom is a
Herbrand base for the compressed database DBcom(y), i.e.,
Hcom = {r(d) = drF (d, w)e−w | rF (d, w) ∈ HF },
is : Hcom × W ' HF is a bijection, such that for any r(d) ∈ Hcom, w ∈ W ,
is(r(d), w) = dr(d)e+w = rF (d, w), [ ] is the currying (λ abstraction) for functions,
and 2W is the set of functions from W to 2 = {0, 1}.

The following commutative diagram corresponds to the compressed interpretation:

2W ×W eval - 2

Hcom ×W

Icom = [IF ◦ is]

6

idW

6

is - HF

IF

6

where eval takes any function f ∈ 2W and a value z ∈ W , and returns with the value
f(z) ∈ 2. Such kind of global predicate compression can be applied, for example,
to temporal-probabilistic logic models, where all predicates contain temporal (and or)
probabilistic information.
What we obtained by this global predicate compression is the definition of the com-
pressed database DBcom(y) by functional many-valued logics with the set of logic val-
ues equal to the functional space 2W . The interpretations Icom : Hcom → 2W are the



higher-order types of Herbrand interpretations: the set of truth values for them are func-
tions instead of constants. We pass from a flat truth structure for atoms in a Hebrand
interpretations of original database DB, to non flat functional truth space for atoms in
the compressed Herbrand base Hcom.
No one of subsets S ⊆ Hcom can be model for DBcom; that is, the models for com-
pressed database are not the ordinary Herbrand models but some kind of the higher-
order type of Herbrand models.
There is also the opposite transformation:
Predicate decompression :
Informally, it is an operator d e+V : Pr → Pr, where V ⊆ V ar is a set of attributes
which are added to the original set of attributes of a given predicate. For example, in
the previous considerations, the ground atom r(d) will be replaced by a set of ground
atoms rF (d, t) = dr(d)e+{t} for time points t ∈ T of the temporal context T : a subset
of ground atoms of this set will be (absolutely) true, and the rest will be false, in this
flattened (basic) Herbrand interpretation.
In the rest of this paper we will generally avoid using this formal syntax in order to have
more simple presentation (generally the label F will indicate the predicate obtained by
the flattening of an original predicate.
Now we will introduce the inverse transformation of the global compression, introduced
in Definition 2, called global decompression (or flattening), where the context (uncer-
tain or approximated information), defined as the set W , is fused into the Herbrand
base by enlarging original predicates of the old theory with new attributes taken from
the context.
In this way the hidden information of the context becomes the visible information and
a visible part of the logic language.

Definition 3. (Global decompression): Each higher-order Herbrand interpretation
I : H → T , where T denotes the functional space W1 ⇒ (...(Wn ⇒ 2)...), and
W = W1 × ...×Wn cartesian product, can be flattened into the Herbrand interpreta-
tion IF : HF → 2, where HF = {rF (d, w) = dr(d)e+w | r(d) ∈ H and w ∈ W},
is the decompressed Herbrand base of predicates rF , obtained as an extension of orig-
inal predicates r by the attributes in w, such that for any rF (d, w) ∈ HF , w =
(w1, ..., wn), holds that IF (rF (d, w)) = I(r(d))(w1)...(wn).

In the case when n = 1 we obtain the simplest case such that the following ”exponent”
diagram for the interpretations commutes,

2W ×W eval - 2

H ×W

I

6

idW

6

¾
is−1

HF

IF

6

with IF = [I]−1 ◦ is−1, where [I]−1 = eval ◦ (I × idW ) , where is : H × W '
HF is a bijection such that is−1(rF (d, w)) = (drF (d, w)e−w, w) = (r(d), w), and



rF (d, w) = is(r(d), w)) = dr(d)e+w, [ ] is the currying (λ abstraction) for functions,
[ ]−1 is its inverse, and eval is the evaluation of a function from 2W for values in W .
Thus,
IF (rF (d, w)) = eval ◦ (I × idW ) ◦ is−1(r(d), w)
= eval ◦ (I ⊗ idW )((r(d), (r(d), w))
= eval ◦ (I(r(d)), w) = I(r(d))(w).
In what follows we will present a simple example, in order to render more intuitive
these arguments. But the main effort in this work is to clarify the relationship between
different forms of logic formalisms which use higher Herbrand interpretation types, and
to give to them an unified model theoretic semantics.

Example 1: Let us consider for example a Constraint database for geometric forms,
with a single predicate ”sphere with a radius d and the center in (x0, y0, z0)”, that is,
rF (c, x, y, z) where x, y, z are variables for points which belongs to this sphere and c
is the constant tuple (d, x0, y0, z0) of reals (we denote by W the set of reals). For this
unique predicate rF , the Herbrand base is HF = {rF (c, xk, yk, zk) | xk, yk, zk ∈ W}.
Then this sphere can be defined by the constraint C(x, y, z) equal to the equation
(x− x0)2 + (y − y0)2 + (z − z0)2 = d2, where where x, y, z are variables.
Let us compress the attributes x and y, so that we obtain the compressed predicate
r′(c, z) from the initial predicate rF (c, x, y, z), but with intension that this compressed
predicate continues to represent the same concept ”sphere..” as the original rF . Or,
equivalently, for any fixed value zk (−d ≤ zk ≤ d), we would like that the ground
atom r′(c, zk) represents a circle obtained from this sphere by fixing its coordinate z
to the value zk. That means that this ground atom can not have an ordinary logic value
(true or false) but the higher-order algebraic value f ∈ 2W×W such that for any xk, yk,
f(xk, yk) = 1 iff ”C(xk, yk, zk) is true”.
Let us consider now the Herbrand interpretations in these two cases: for the ”ordinary”
predicate symbol rF and the predicate symbol r′ obtained by compression, with Her-
brand base Hcom = {r′(c, zk) | zk ∈ W}.
The Herbrand model IF : HF → 2 for the sphere with the fixed center (x0, y0, z0) and
(constant) radius d is defined by IF (rF (c, xk, yk, zk)) = 1 iff C(xk, yk, zk) is true.
The same model for the predicate symbol r′ which replaces the sphere predicate sym-
bol rF in this case is the higher-order Herbrand interpretation I ′com : Hcom → 2W×W ,
such that, the logical value for a ground atom r′(c, zk) is the following function (that is,
a higher-order logic value)
I ′com(r′(c, zk)) = f : W × W → 2, with the property that for any xk, yk ∈ W ,
f(xk, yk) = 1 iff C(xk, yk, zk) is true,
so that IF (rF (c, xk, yk, zk)) = I ′com(r′(c, zk))(xk, yk).
We can consider the function f(x, y) ∈ 2W×W as the characteristic function of the
constraint C ′(x, y) equal to the constraint C(x, y, zk) with two variables x, y and a
constant zk, and we are able to define the constraint atom rF (c, x, y, z) ← C ′(x, y).
Moreover, for fixed values of d, x0, y0, z0 ∈ W , we can define the following constraint
atom for this concept ”sphere with a radius d and the center in (x0, y0, z0)”,
(1) rF (c, x, y, z) ← C(x, y, z).
But if we compress all three attributes x, y and z then we obtain the new compressed



predicate r, with the Herbrand base Hcom = {r(c) | c a tuple of constants }. The
higher-order Herbrand interpretation Icom : Hcom → 2W×W×W , for a ground atom
r(c) ∈ Hcom(which intensionally represents the sphere with a radius d and the cen-
ter in (x0, y0, z0)) returns with the 3-argument function f(x, y, z) = Icom(r(c)) :
W × W × W → 2, which is exactly the characteristic function of the constraint (a
built-in predicate) C(x, y, z).
Thus, the Higher-order Herbrand types can be naturally obtained by the predicate com-
pression of constrained atoms ( of the Constraint Databases), as, for example, the con-
strained atom defined by the rule (1), for all variables in the constraint.
2

Relationships with other similar operations:
Notice that the compressed predicate r(x) is not a simple projection πx of the original
predicate for attributes in the set x, that is, r(x) 6= πxrF (x, y), because it contains also
all hidden attributes, and its interpretations are of higher-type: the logic values of its
ground atoms are the functions instead of the set of classic logic values in 2 = {0, 1};
these functions encapsulate the semantics of the hidden attributes. Evidently, it is not
the result of the existential quantification, that is, r(x) 6= ∃yrF (x, y), because the last
remains an ordinary 2-valued formula, while the compressed predicate has the higher-
order interpretations. Notice, that it has no relationship with abstract interpretation
of logic programs [6], not with abstract interpretation theory [7], which are approxi-
mate (generally finite) representations of computational objects to make the problem
of program dataflow analysis tractable and where abstract interpretations define a non-
standard semantics which can approximate the meaning or behavior of the program in
a finite way.
The functional analogy with ’currying’ and ’uncurrying’, applicable to the functions
(in a typed λ-calculus) is only apparent: here we are dealing with compression of predi-
cates, by the compression of its attributes, and consequently by modifying the Herbrand
base of the original logic theory.

3 Galois connection between compression and decompression and
observational equivalence

In this section we will consider the case of the global compression and we will prove
that the predicate compression and decompression are mutually inverse in the Galois
connection.

Definition 4. In the case of the Global compression, in Definition [2], over variables
in {w1, .., wn}, n ≥ 1 with a domain W (n-tuples in the Herbrand Universe), we are
able to define the following two functions
1. The mapping comw : HF → Hcom, such that for any rF (d, w) ∈ HF ,
comw(rF (d, w)) = drF (d, w)e−w = r(d) ∈ Hcom.
2. The mapping decw : Hcom → P(HF ), where P(HF ) is the powerset of HF , such
that for any r(d) ∈ Hcom,
decw(r(d)) = {rF (d, w)) = dr(d)e+w | w ∈ W}.



We define the following two partial orders
3. For any two IF , I ′F ∈ 2HF we define the partial order ≤F as follows
IF ≤F I ′F iff ∀A ∈ HF (IF (A) ≤ I ′F (A)).
4. For any two Icom, I ′com ∈ (2W)Hcom

we define the partial order ≤com as follows
Icom ≤com I ′com iff ∀A ∈ Hcom, w ∈ W (Icom(A)(w) ≤ I ′com(A)(w)).

Obviously, the functional spaces 2HF and (2W)Hcom

of the ordinary and Higher-order
Herbrand interpretations are complete lattices w.r.t. the partial orderings ≤F and ≤com

respectively. We denote by (2HF ,≤F ) and ((2W)Hcom

,≤com) the compressed and de-
compressed domains respectively.

Proposition 1 Let α : 2HF → (2W)Hcom

, and β : (2W)Hcom → 2HF , be two map-
pings such that
- for any IF ∈ 2HF the α(IF ) is the mapping, such that for each r(d) ∈ Hcom and
w ∈ W , holds that α(IF )(r(d))(w) = IF (rF (d, w));
- for any Icom ∈ (2W)Hcom

the β(Icom) is the mapping, such that for each rF (d, w) ∈
HF , holds that β(Icom)(rF (d, w)) = Icom(r(d))(w);
Then, the following three conditions define a Galois connection between the decom-
pressed and compressed domains:
1. α = [ ◦ is] and β = [ ]−1 ◦ is−1 are monotonic functions.
2. ∀Icom ∈ (2W)Hcom

(α(β(Icom)) ≤com Icom).
3. ∀IF ∈ 2HF (β(α(IF )) ≤F IF ).

Proof: α = [ ◦ is] and β = [ ]−1 ◦ is−1 come from Definition 2 and 3 respec-
tively. Let us prove that α is monotonic, and suppose that IF ≤F I ′F . Then, from the
point 3 in Definition 4 we have that for any rF (d, w) ∈ HF holds IF (rF (d, w)) ≤
I ′F (rF (d, w)), so that α(IF )(r(d))(w) ≤ α(I ′F )(r(d)))(w), or, for r(d) ∈ Hcom, w ∈
W holds α(IF )(r(d))(w) ≤ α(I ′F )(r(d)))(w).
Thus ∀A ∈ Hcom, w ∈ W (α(IF )(A)(w) ≤ α(IF )(A))(w)), and, consequently,
from the point 3 in Definition 4 we have that α(IF ) ≤com α(I ′F ). The same holds for
β. The points 2 and 3 hold because β is inverse of α.
2

The Galois connection is the formal framework that we can use to prove the equiva-
lency ( α and β transformations are inverse so that we have the particular case when the
property 2 and 3 in the Galois conditions are equations) and mutual-inversion property
between the flattened and Higher-order Herbrand interpretations: that is the reason that
we defined the flattening informally, in Definition 3, as an inverse of the predicate com-
pression.
It is easy to see that there is the following isomorphism of these two complete distribu-
tive lattices:
Is : (2HF ,≤F ) ' ((2W)Hcom

,≤com),
from the commutative above, for any IF ∈ 2HF we have correspondent Icom =
Is(IF ) = [IF ◦ is] ∈, where [ ] is curring operator.
In what follows we will consider the case of the Global compression given in Def. 2.
Let IF : HF → 2 be the 2-valued Herbrand interpretation for a reducible database
DB with the common set of attributes in w = {w1, .., wk} and the Herbrand base HB

and the model MH = {rF (w, w) | rF (w, w) ∈ HF and IF (rF (w, w)) = 1}, where



w denotes, for any predicate (relation) in this database, the remaining set of attributes
(complementing part) w.r.t. the common set w.
In the process of the compression we hide the attributes in w, thus, we render visible
only the remaining set of attributes w for any predicate (relation) in a reducible database
DB. That means that we reduce the observability of database properties only to this sub-
set of attributes.
Such choice of the observable attributes induces an observational equivalence ≈w on
the databases.
Namely P1 ≈w P2 iff P1 and P2 are observationally indistinguishable according to the
set of common compressed attributes w.
Such observational equivalence will generate equivalence classes of ground atoms in a
Herbrand interpretation IF ofDB, that is, for a given predicate rF we will have that two
of its ground atoms in MH are equivalent, rF (w, w) ≈w rF (w1, w1) iff w = w1.
We define such equivalence class of ground atoms by the set
Sw = {rF (w1, w1) | IF (rF (w1, w1)) = 1 and w1 = w}.
It can be defined by the following constraint atom with variables in x:
rF (w, x) ← C(x),
with the constraint C(x) equal to (x = w1)∨ ...∨(x = wn) , where wn ∈ π2(Sw), 1 ≤
i ≤ n, and n = |Sw| is the cardinality of this equivalence class (π2 is the second pro-
jection over atoms in Sw). We denote by f ∈ 2W the characteristic function for this
constraint.
Thus, for the representing element of such one equivalence class we can take the ground
atom r(w) of the compressed predicate r, whose higher-order logic value is Icom(r(w) =
f . This is the way in which the observational equivalence ≈w generates the quotient
interpretation Icom ∈ (2W)Hcom

(i.e., higher-order Herbrand interpretation), modulo
≈w, from the ordinary Herbrand interpretation IF .
Consequently, we obtain that the higher-order Herbrand interpretation semilattice, of
the functional many-valued logic, is the direct result of the application of the observa-
tional equivalence ≈w to the ordinary Herbrand interpretation semilattice.

Information stored in a database is precise if it is assure to be identical to the ”real-
world” information which it represents. When precise information is unavailable, it is
often the case that some relevant information is nonetheless available. In these cases, it
may be advantageous to design methods by which this information, termed imprecise
information, can be stored, manipulated and retrieved.
In all of these cases, the imprecise-valued valuations for Herbrand base H of these
databases are of the form Imv : H → Nmv , where Nmv 6= 2 is the set of ”truth”
values which models this imprecise information. For example:

1. Probabilistic or fuzzy data [8,9]:
then Nmv = [0, 1] is the set of real numbers from 0 to 1. For any ground atom
r(d) ∈ H the p = I(r(d)) represents its probability (or, alternatively, possibility)

2. Belief quantified data [10,11,12]:
then Nmv = C[0, 1] is the set of all closed subintervals over [0, 1]. For any ground



atom r(d) ∈ H the (L,U) = Imv(r(d)) represents the lower and upper bounds for
expert’s belief in r(d).

3. Confidence level quantified data [13,14]:
then Nmv = C[0, 1]× C[0, 1]. For any ground atom r(d) ∈ H we have
((L1, U1), (L2, U2)) = Imv(r(d)), where (L1, U1) represents the lower and upper
bounds for expert’s belief in r(d), while (L2, U2) represents the lower and upper
bounds for expert’s doubt in r(d).

4. Bayesian logic programs [15,16,17]:
then Nmv =

∑
ri∈Pred(H)[0, 1]Di is the disjunctive union of higher type of true

values (functions from a domains of constants Di, for any predicate ri ∈ Pred(H)
in a Herbrand base H , into the set of probabilities), that is of type (D1 ⇒ [0, 1]) ∨
.... ∨ (Dn ⇒ [0, 1]). For instance, for the atom ri(d) = ”height(Henry)” the
Imv(ri(d)) will be a probability function Henry heights in Di.

5. Belnap’s bilattice based logic programs [18]:
Then Nmv = B = {t, f, ᵀ,⊥}, where t is true, f is false, ᵀ is inconsistent (both
true and false) or possible, and ⊥ is unknown. As Belnap observed, these values
can be given two natural orders: truth order, ≤t, and knowledge order, ≤k, such
that f ≤t ᵀ ≤t t, f ≤t⊥≤t t, and ⊥≤k f ≤k ᵀ, ⊥≤k t ≤k ᵀ.

Such many-valued interpretations can be transformed into higher-order Herbrand inter-
pretation
I : Hcom → 2W ,
such that for any atom r(d) ∈ Hcom = H and w ∈ W holds

1. W = [0, 1], and Icom(r(d))(w) = 1, iff w = Imv(r(d)).
This is case of ontological encapsulation. In fact the flattened Herbrand interpre-
tation (Definition 3), IF : HF → 2, is a Herbrand interpretation of ontologically
encapsulated logic program, which preserves the semantics of the original many-
valued logic program, that is for any many-valued atom r(d) ∈ H with a logic
value w we have a true 2-valued (ontologically encapsuled) atom rF (d, w), that is,
IF (rF (d, w)) = 1 iff w = Imv(r(d)).

2. W = [0, 1], and Icom(r(d))(w) = 1, iff w ∈ Imv(r(d)).
The meaning of this formulation is that any interpretation Icom, such that for any
given ground atom r(d) ∈ H the belief w is between lower and upper boundary, is
a possible model for this database which agrees with Imv .

3. W = [0, 1]× [0, 1], w = (w1, w2), and
Icom(r(d))(w) = 1, iff wi ∈ (Li, Ui), i = 1, 2, ((L1, U1), (L2, U2)) =
Imv(r(d)).
The meaning of this formulation is that any interpretation Icom, such that for any
given ground atom r(d) ∈ H the belief w1 is between lower and upper belief
boundary and the doubt w2 is between lower and upper doubt boundary, is a possi-
ble model for this database which agrees with Imv .

4. W =
∑

ri∈Pred(H)[0, 1]Di , so that in this case we obtain for Icom : H → T , the
higher type
T = ((D1 ⇒ [0, 1]) ∨ .... ∨ (Dn ⇒ [0, 1]) ⇒ 2), with Icom(r(d))(w) = 1,
iff w = Imv(r(d)).



5. W = B = {t, f, ᵀ,⊥}, and Icom(r(d))(w) = 1, iff w = Imv(r(d)).
Also this is an ontological encapsulation for the bilattice-based logic programming,
as we will show in what follows.

The encapsulated imprecise information can be rendered explicit by flattening this more
abstract vision of data, into the ordinary Herbrand model where original predicates are
extended by new attributes for the hidden imprecise information.
This contextualization of the multi-valued logic can be represented by the following
commutative diagram

2W ×W eval - 2

Higher-order

H ×W

Icom

6

idW

6

¾
is

HF
IF

- 2

id2

6

Many-valued

W ×W

Imv

?

idW

? 4 - 2

id2

6

Where eval is the application of the first argument(function) to the second argument,
id’s are identities, and4 is a ’diagonal’ function, such that 4(w, w′) = 1 iff w = w′,
so that the higher-order Herbrand interpretation is obtained from the many-valued Her-
brand interpretation by
Icom = [4 ◦ (Imv × idW )], where [ ] is the currying (λ abstraction) for functions.
The flattened Herbrand interpretation (of the ’meta’ logic obtained by an ontological
encapsulation of a many-valued logic), is equal to:
IF = eval ◦ ([4 ◦ (Imv × idW )]× idW ) ◦ is, where is a bijection.
Let us consider, for example, the last case above for bilattice-based logic programming.
The flattening of the original many-valued bilattice based program into the 2-valued
logic is denominated by ontological-encapsulation, where encapsulation of original
many-valued logic program into the 2-valued ”meta” logic program corresponds to the
flattening process described here so that also the logic values in the Belnap’s bilattice
B from hidden become visible values in this ”meta” logic program: it is developed and
presented in a number of papers [19,20]. Here we will present a slightly modified ver-
sion of this ontological encapsulation of a many-valued logic program.
We assume that the Herbrand universe is ΓU = Γ

⋃
Ω, where Γ is ordinary do-

main of database constants, and Ω is an infinite enumerable set of marked null values,
Ω = {ω0, ω1, ....}, and for a given logic program P composed by a set of predicate and
function symbols, PS , FS respectively, we define a set of all terms, TS , and its subset
of ground terms T0. Then the atoms are defined as:
AS = {p(c1, .., cn) | p ∈ PS , n = arity(p) and ci ∈ TS}.
We introduce [19] the following program encapsulation transformation E :
Definition 5. (Encapsulation of Many-valued Logic Programs)
Let P be a many-valued logic program with the set of predicate symbols PS , and for



any predicate p ∈ PS we introduce a mapping κp : T arity(p)
0 → B. The translation E

in the encapsulated syntax version PF is as follows:
1. For each positive literal in P , we introduce a new predicate pF as follows
E(p(x1, .., xn)) = pF (x1, .., xn, κp(x1, .., xn));
2. For each negative literal in P , we introduce a new predicate pF as follows
E(∼ p(x1, .., xn)) = pF (x1, .., xn,∼ κp(x1, .., xn));
3. E(φ ∧ ϕ) = E(φ) ∧ E(ϕ); E(φ ← ϕ) = E(φ) ←A E(ϕ) ,
where ←A is a symbol for the implication at the encapsulated 2-valued ’meta’ level.
Thus, the obtained ’meta’ program is equal to PF = {E(φ) | φ is a clause in P}, with
the 2-valued Herbrand base HF = { pF (c1, .., cn, α) | p(c1, .., cn) ∈ Hcom and
α ∈ B}.

This embedding of the many-valued logic program P into a 2-valued ’meta’ logic pro-
gram PF is an ontological embedding: it views the formulae of P as the beliefs and
interprets the negation ∼ p(x1, .., xn) in rather restricted sense - as a belief in the
falsehood of p(x1, .., xn), rather as not believing that p(x1, .., xn) is true (like in an
ontological embedding for classical negation). Like Moore’s autoepistemic operator,
the encapsulation operator E (restricted to atoms), Eφ intends to capture the notion of,
”I know that φ has a value vB(φ) ”, for a given valuation vB of the many-valued logic
program.
Notice, that with the transformation of the original many-valued logic program P into
its encapsulated ’meta’ version program PF we obtain a positive modal logic pro-
gram (both conjunction and implication for ’meta’ programs are not truth-functional
but modal operators), thus with a unique minimal Herbrand model IF : HF → 2. More
about this example and the fixpoint semantics of original many-valued logic program
and, equivalent to it, functional many-valued logic program and its flattened (”meta-
logic”) version can be find in [1].

4 Conclusion

We have presented a general formulation for functional many-valued logics which ap-
pear when we are dealing with uncertain or imprecise information or as result of a
database compression. We have shown how we obtain higher Herbrand interpretation
types by the compression (parametrization) of logic theories with ordinary Herbrand
interpretations, and how we can flatten the higher-order type logic models into the ordi-
nary Herbrand models: the last one can be seen as a kind of ontological encapsulation
of higher logic models into ordinary Herbrand models with extended predicates by a set
of new attributes which have been compressed (hidden) in the higher-order types.
Thus, the data compression and ontological data encapsulation are two inverse pro-
cesses: the predicate compression produces more synthetic intensional many-valued
database, while the encapsulation produces the extensional database where the high-
level concept (a ground fact or a tuple) of this intensional database is flattened into the
set of new ground facts.
From the other point of view, we considered a general family of probabilistic based
logics, used to build knowledge systems with uncertain or imprecise information, and
have shown how they fit into a kind of logic with Higher-order Herbrand models, which



generalize the various existent possible worlds semantics for such logic programs.
The number of examples, used in this paper, show that the higher-order Herbrand
types of a functional many-valued logic are natural and useful extension of the ordi-
nary Herbrand interpretations, so that theoretically justify their formal introduction and
both with predicate compression and decompression operators offer new mathematical-
logical tools for a logic theory.
In the future work we intend to use these instruments in order to constructively reduce
the many-valued logic programs into 2-valued modal logic programs.
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